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The people who inhabit this country, from the Island of Cozumel, and the Cape of Yucatán to the 

place where we now are, are a people of middle size, with bodies and features well proportioned, 

except that in each province their customs differ, some piercing the ears, and putting large and ugly 

objects in them, and others piercing the nostrils down to the mouth, and putting in large round 

stones like mirrors, and others piercing their under lips down as far as their gums, and hanging from 

them large round stones, or pieces of gold, so weighty that they pull down the nether lip, and make 

it appear to be very deformed. The clothing which they wear is like long veils, very curiously worked. 

The men wear breechcloths about their bodies, and large mantles, very thin, and painted in the style 

of Moorish draperies. The women of the ordinary people wear, from their waists to their feet, 

clothes also very much painted, some covering their breasts and leaving the rest of the body 

uncovered. The superior women, however, wear very thin shirts of cotton, worked and made in the 

style of rochets. Their food is maize and grain, as in the other Islands, and potuyuca, as they eat it in 

the Island of Cuba, and they eat it broiled, since they do not make bread of it; they have their fishing, 

and hunting, and they roast many chickens, like those of the Tierra Firma, which are as large as 

peacocks. [These exceptionally large chickens were probably turkeys.] 

~ Letter from Hernan Cortes to King Charles V (1519) 
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Why will you take by force what you may obtain by love? Why will you destroy us who supply you with food? What can you 

get by war? . . . We are unarmed, and willing to give you what you ask, if you come in a friendly manner. . . . 

I am not so simple as not to know it is better to eat good meat, sleep comfortably, live quietly with my women and children, 

laugh and be merry with the English, and being their friend, trade for their copper and hatchets, than to run away from them. . . . 

Take away your guns and swords, the cause of all our jealousy, or you may die in the same manner. 

~ Chief Powhatan (1609, translated/recorded by John Smith) 


